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ON AN OPERATOR ASSOCIATED TO A RESTRICTED X-RAY
TRANSFORM

1 Introduction

1.1 Computed Tomography

Tomography refers to the cross-sectional imaging of an object from either trans-

mission or reflection data collected by illuminating the object from many directions.

The breakthrough in radiology in the late 1960's called Computed Tomography

made this technique become a critical part of modern diagnostic medicine because

it has allowed doctors to safely view internal organs with high precision. In Com-

puted Tomography the attenuation in the x-ray beam is measured in an extremely

sensitive way, and the information from many x-rays from different sources is as-

sembled and analyzed on a computer. Mathematics plays its role in determining

the nature of the total information conveyed by x-rays from many sources and the

extent to which this information determines the object scanned by x-ray, and by

inventing suitable methods for applying the information to build a detailed recon-

struction of the object. Mathematically it is a problem of recovering a function

from the set of its line integrals or the set of its plane integrals. It is known as

Radon's problem.



1.2 A Short History

From the paper [1] of A. C. Cormack we learn a brief history of research in

Computed Tomography. The first person that we know of who tackled Radon's

problem was the Dutch physicist H. A. Lorentz. He recovered a function in three

dimensions from its integrals over all planes. We have no idea why Lorentz thought

of the problem, or what his method of proof was. The reason we know of his work

is that in 1906 Bockwinkel used this result in his paper on the propagation of light

in biaxial crystals. In Radon's 1917 paper, he reconstructed a function from the

set of all its lines integrals (Radon 2-dimensional transform). Some applications

of Radon's problem in other disciplines are as follows.

In 1936, there were two important independent discoveries of Radon's problem.

Cramer and Wold asked: given all marginal distributions of a probability

distribution, can we infer the distribution itself? Marginal distributions are what

people call the projections or views in computed tomography. (Stockholm)

The Armenian astronomer V. A. Ambartsumian gave the first numerical

inversion of the Radon transform.

In 1947 Doctor M. Stainslaw Majerek proposed a method to determine the

interior structure of the skull from x-ray photographs from all sides. Szarski and

Wazewski described Radon's problem and formulated it in terms of a set of cylin-

drical functions and stated that the problem consists of finding whether this set

of functions tends to a solution of Radon's problem. We believe this is the first

application of Radon's problem in medicine.

The application in diagnostic radiology did not happen until the late 60's with

the aid of the high calculating power of the computer. In 1970 the first computer

tomograph that could be used in clinical work was developed by G. N. Hounsfield.
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He and Allen M. Cormack, who independently proposed some of the algorithms,

were jointly awarded the 1972 Nobel prize in medicine.

1.3 The Motivation and Organization of this Paper

For practical reasons researchers in tomography developed all sorts of algo-

rithms to implement their theories. Many are designed based on inversion for-

mulae to reconstruct the object provided sufficient data is available. If complete

data is not possible people have proposed algorithms to learn as much as possible

about the scanned object. Some of these could give local information with local

data, and some could only detect a sharp change of the density. This study was

motivated by the algorithm proposed by Louis and Maass in [15]. They claimed to

derive an algorithm for reconstructing contours of an object from 3-D cone beam

x-ray data but did not clearly show what it would exactly detect when applied.

Their paper gave numerical simulations to show the efficiency of the algorithm

but did not provide mathematical justification for their claims. This paper tries

to give some answers in this respect. The integral transformation related to their

algorithm is ,c which gives the line integrals of a function with compact support

for all lines intersecting a space curve C. This paper summarizes the main results

of our research regarding the operator Ve o Rc, here Vc is the formal transpose

of R. We find the wave-front set of the operator and the flowout structure of the

set of singularities. We also prove a theorem on the boundedness of intersection

numbers between a space curve and planes. The main results include the symbols

for the operator and the symbols when it is applied to some conormal distribu-

tions. The result helps us to understand better the structure of the singularities

of the operator and the possible source of artifacts related to the source curve and

algorithm.
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In the second chapter, we give some background material. We define several

integral transforms that are often used in tomography research. Then we review

some of their properties and results related to the problem about how much we

need to know of the line integrals or plane integrals of a function to determine

the function itself. Because it is also critical to be able to detect jumps and

discontinuities of functions, we want to talk about the idea of singularity and

wavefront set. To investigate the operator in which we are interested, we found that

the theory of Fourier Integral Operator plays an important role. Thus in the third

chapter, Main Results, we begin with some of its theorems that are useful later

in our proofs. The structures of Symplectic vector space and Lagrangian manifold

are defined. We prove a theorem on space curves and give an elementary approach

to locate the wave-front set of our operator. And applying these tools from Fourier

Integral Operator theory we study the properties of the operator R. 0 7?,c. The

hypotheses for applying these tools take long and complex calculations to verify.

At the end we obtain the symbols of the operator on the two Lagrangians and

learn how the operator acts on some conormal distributions.



2 Some Background

2.1 Some Integral Transforms and Related Results

When we scan a human body with a thin x-ray beam, the scanning process

provide us with a great deal of data. We consider each of the data as the line

integral of the x-ray attenuation coefficient, f (s), of the tissue at the point s along

each of the lines L. From all the line integrals ff, f we have to reconstruct f. To

define the parallel beam transformation, we parametrize each line L by a point x

and a direction 0 (a point on the sphere S', it is S2 if we work in R3). For f

integrable, it is clear that the value of the line integral of f along L

f (x tO) dt

is unchanged if x is replaced by another point on the line L and PPO, x) =

P f (-0,x). The parallel beam transform, or x-ray transform, P f maps L to the

line integral of f along L,

P = Pe (x) = f f (x + tO) dt. x E Gk.

The divergent beam transformation is similar but the line integral is only over a

half line starting at a point, say a which is the source of the x-ray, rather than on

an entire line:

cc

D a f (0) = f f (a + te) dt.

The Radon transformation, for a hyperplane 71 in space, is defined by

Rf (7) I f dA.

5
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If it is parametrized by (0, s), where 0 E Sn-1. and s denotes the distance to the

origin,

Rf (0, s) = Rf (-0 , s) = f f (x) dx

x.es
Some of the interesting problems that mathematician have worked on and an-

swered in this area are: How much do we need to know about fL f ds or fir f dA

in order to determine f? From [12],

Theorem 2.1 Let A be a set of directions such that no non-trivial homogeneous

polynomial vanishes on A. Suppose f E L2 (Rn ) with compact support and Ro f = 0

for all 0 e A, then f = 0.

From [18],

Theorem 2.2 Suppose f E L' (R) with compact support and Po f = 0 for an

infinite number of directions 0 then f = 0.

These theorems give conditions on Rf and P f to have a unique solution f. Before

we see more theorems we need to define the Schwartz space S.

Definition 2.3 S(R) is the linear space of all infinitely differentiable, C' , func-

tions f such that all the norms

= sup xk Di f (x) <0O
xE Rn

for each k,l E Z. Here k = (k1, k2, kn), l = (11,12, ln) are multi-indices

and x = (x1, x2, , xr,), xk x2k2 and D f (x) = a aln
f (X).

With this definition we can express some theorems that help to answer the ques-

tions like: What if there is only partial information available? This could happen

when it is not possible or not desirable to scan the whole cross-section. Or if one

is interested in a small part of the body it is reasonable not to expose the rest of

the body to radiation. From [9],
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Theorem 2.4 Let f E S and let K be a convex compact set in R72. R f (71-) -= 0

for every plane rr missing K then f = 0 outside K.

From [18],

Theorem 2.5 Let f and K be as above in Theorem 2.4. Suppose P f (L) = 0 for

all lines L missing K then f = 0 outside K.

The following theorem was proved with a weaker hypotheses in [17].

Theorem 2.6 Let an open set S C Sn-1- and C be a continuously differentiable

curve outside the closure of Q, where Q C Rn is open and bounded. If for all 0 E S,

there exists a E C such that the half line a + tO, for t > 0, misses Q, and suppose

f E Cf and D f (a, 0) = 0 for a E C and 0 E S, then f = 0 in the "measured

region" {a + tO : a E C, 0 E S}.

From [12],

Theorem 2.7 Let 01,02, E Sn-1, K C Tl be compact and f E C000 (K).

Then for each compact Ko C interior of K there always exists an fo E Cc?'(K)

such that the restriction of fo on Ko equals f and Po, fo = 0 for all k = 1,2, p.

The last theorem indicates that knowing only finitely many line integrals is not

enough to determine a smooth function.

Suppose there are only limited data available, we would like to know how

much we can learn about f In general, reconstruction from limited tomographic

data is much more highly ill-posed than reconstruction from complete data. As

a result, inversion algorithms using limited data can create artifacts, blurring or

other distortions in the reconstruction.

In addition to the mathematical interest of tomography research its application

aspect is of equal importance. Many efforts were devoted to develop reconstruc-

tion algorithms. In the two dimensional case, there are some good reconstruction
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algorithms for the (x-ray) parallel beam transformation, like the 2D filtered back-

projection (FBP) algorithm. For three dimensions, given complete data we can

obtain x-ray data from a stack of 2D slices and apply 2D algorithms to reconstruct

in each plane.

For the 3D cone beam (divergent beam) transformation no reconstruction al-

gorithm is known which is as efficient numerically as FBP. The problem of cone

beam tomography with sources on a curve is a particular case of the inversion of

the 3D x-ray transform from incomplete data, in which a 3D image must be recov-

ered from a subset of its line integrals. This set of line integrals for a single source

point is termed a cone-beam projection of the image. In practice the source point

moves along a curve, the orbit, which characterizes the geometry of the scanner,

and a cone-beam projection is measured for each source point along the orbit. A

sufficient condition ensuring that the 3D image can be reconstructed in a stable

way from a set of cone-beam projections has been derived by Tuy [19] based on

a result of Kirillov: this condition requires that any plane meeting the region-of-

interest intersects the source curve transversally. A study of the instability in the

3D case performed in [3] by David V. Finch for source curves not satisfying the

Tuy-Kirillov condition.

2.2 About Singularities

We are interested in classifying what sorts of singularities can be reconstructed

from limited data and what sorts can not. In the past decade several methods,

known as local tomography, were developed in the 2-D case for reconstructing

partial information about f from the local tomographic data. Precisely, one re-

constructs singularities of f (location and direction of jumps of f) in a region of

interest using the integrals of f along lines intersecting a small neighborhood of
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the region. To study singularities we have to introduce the idea of the wave front

set. The wave front set of a distribution f E D'(IEV) is a powerful classification

of singularities, it tells us the location where f is not smooth and the direction in

which f is not smooth. Before we give the definition of wave front set, let's recall

the following theorem and the definition of distribution space:

Theorem 2.8 Suppose an integrable function f has compact support then f is

smooth (C°°) if and only if the Fourier transform of f decreases rapidly in all

directions.

We denote D = Cr(Rn), the vector space of all infinitely differentiable functions

with compact support. For g E C"(Rn) we say g is rapidly decreasing if

sup (1+ ix12)NLy(x)1 <00

for N = 0, 1, 2, . . .. Recall that lx12 = 4. It means that Pg is a bounded

function on Rn, for every polynomial P.

Definition 2.9 The space of distribution D' is defined to be the topological dual

of Cr ; we also use the notation Di(Q) for the dual of Cr(S2). 6" is the vector

space of distributions with compact support, the topological dual of C'; we also

use E'(Q) for the dual of C"(Q).

Definition 2.10 A subset F of T*Rn is said to be conic if (x, ) E F and /I > 0

implies (x, E F.

Definition 2.11 Let f E TY(Rn), xo E 11171, ER \ {0}. (xo, E W F(f), the

wavefront set off, if and only if for each cut off function 0 at xo, çi E C8° with

0(x0) 0, the Fourier transform Of does not decrease rapidly in any open conic

neighborhood of G
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The goal here is to learn about f from what we know of Rf. . A result of

Eric Todd Quinto [16] using the wavefront set for this purpose is as follows. For

E [0, 27r] and p E R, his notations are = (cos 0, sin 0) and 0' = ( sine, cos 0).

Here /(00, po) is the straight line that is perpendicular to the vector Bo with a

distance Po to origin. 60 is a normal vector to the line /(0o,Po)-

Theorem 2.12 Let f e P(R2) and let xo E l(00,p0). Now let no = dp (x0 -

0')dO, let a 0. Then

(x0; a00dx) E W F(f) if and only if (9o,Po; alb) E WF(Rf) (2.1)

Given (00,p0;a710), then (xo; a00) is uniquely determined by (2.1). Moreover, f E

H8 m,icrolocally near (x0; Adx) if and only if Rf E Hs+1 microlocally near

(00,Po; ano)-

The x-ray transformation data Rf for (0 , p) near (00, po) detects singularities

of f perpendicular to the line 1(0, po) but not in other directions. The theorem

provides an exact correspondence between singularities of f and those of R f .

The key idea of local tomography is similar, that is to reconstruct not f itself,

but E f , where E is usually an elliptic pseudodifferential operator. Since elliptic

pseudodifferential operators preserve the wave front set of a distribution, we can

recover all the information about WF(f) knowing WF(Ef). In the classical Radon

transform, which occurs in x-ray transmission tomography in 2D, we take E =

(,A) [13].

The x-ray transform is a special case of integral geometry and is also studied

in the framework of double fibrations by Gelfand, Graev and Shapiro [11] and its

microlocal analogue, due to Guillemin [7] and Guillemin and Sternberg [8].

An algorithm, related to local tomography, for 3D x-ray Computed Tomog-

raphy was proposed by Louis and Maass [15]. Their algorithm seems to detect
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singularities well but offers no mathematical justification about its efficiency or

about what it really recovers or detects. In this paper we are able to categorize

their algorithm using the approach of Greenleaf and Uhlmann [4] and analyze its

singularities and find its symbols with theorems from the Theory of Fourier Integral

Operators.

2.3 Mathematical Preliminary

This is to prepare some mathematical background for the topics in Chapter 3.

The material follows the treatment of J. J. Duistermaat [2] and Lars Hormander

[10].

2.3.1 Differential Forms

Let E be an n-dimensional vector space over R. Denote by Ak(E*) the space

of antisymmetric k-linear mappings

w : Ek R

(el, e2, 7 ek) I ) w(el, e2, ek)-

For k = 0 we write A°E* = R, for k = 1 we have Al E* = E* = dual space of E.

Let X be an n-dimensional C"" manifold. The cotangent bundle T*(X) is

defined as the disjoint union of the T(X) = dual space of the tangent space

of X at x, x e X. Since each Tx(X) is an n-dimensional vector space, it has

its corresponding space of antisymmetric k-linear mappings Ak(T:(X)), for each

x e X. Together they form a C" vector bundle AkT*(X) over X in a natural way.

Note that AlT* (X) = T*(X) = cotangent bundle of X, and A°T* (X) =- X x R.

A C" k-form w on X is defined as a Cc° section, a smooth mapping from X

into AkT*(X). The space of C" k-forms on X is denoted by Qk (X). Note that
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Sr(X) = C° (X) = space of real-valued C' functions on X. If f E C(X) then

the total differential Df : Dfx defines a 1-form on X.

If e E T; (X), then (x, e) is an element of T* (X). The projection 7 : T* (X)

X assigns to each (x, e) E T; (X) the base point x.

Tx,o(T*(X)) Tx(X)

is linear. Since e is linear : Tx(X) R. We may define the canonical 1-form a

on T* (X) by

0 D7(x,e) V (x, e) E T* (X).

a dais called the canonical 2-form on T* (X), where d is the exterior differential

defined for each k = 0, 1, 2, - such that

d = D on Q° = C"

d(f dfi A dfk) = df A dfi. - dfk

for all f, , fk E C".

Let X = R7. On T*(Rn) = {(x, e) : x, e E Rn}, it can be shown that the

bilinear form a = E de, A dx3

a ((u,v), (u', v')) = (u', v) (u, 1/).

If e = and Ej = dx 3 are the unit vectors along the x3 and e7 axes respectively,
3 ax,

then we have for j, k = 1, , n

a(ei, ek) = ek) = 0; a(ej, ek) a(ek, ej) 7-- 5jk

where (53k is the Kronecker delta, equal to 1 when j = k and 0 when j k.

is a non-degenerate 2-form on M = T* (W), that is if in E M, E Tm(M),

o-m(u, v) = 0 for all v E Tm(M), then u = 0.



2.3.2 Symplectic Vector Spaces

Definition 2.13 An antis ymmetric non-degenerate bilinear form on a finite di-

mensional vector space E is called a symplectic form on E. A symplectic vector

space is a pair (E, a) consisting of a finite-dimensional vector space E and sym-

plectic form a on E. A symplectic form on a manifold M is a 2-form a on M

such that

do- = 0

and am is a symplectic form on Tm(M) for each m E M.

A symplectic manifold is a pair (M, a) consisting of a manifold M and a sym-

plectic form a on M. It follows from the previous discussion that for any manifold

X, T* (X) is a symplectic manifold with the canonical 2-form on T* (X). Note that

da = 0 follows from a = da.

Let (E, a) be a symplectic vector space over a field K If L is a linear subspace

of E we define its orthocomplement If in E with respect to a by

=feEE: a (e, =0 V /ELI.

A linear subspace L of E is called isotropic with respect to a, if L C La that

is o-(el, e2) = 0 for all el, e2 E L. A maximally isotropic subspace of E is called

Lagrangian in (E, a). A necessary and sufficient condition to be Lagrangian is

as follows:

Proposition 2.14 Let (E, a) be a symplectic vector space. A linear subspace L of

E is Lagrangian in (E,o-) if and only if L = L'. The dimension of E is even, say

2n. An isotropic linear subspace L of E is Lagrangian if and only if dim L = n.

13
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Definition 2.15 Let (E, a), (F, 'r) be symplectic vector spaces. A symplectic map-

ping A : (E, a) (F, r) is a linear mapping A : E F such that A*T = a,

that is

cr(ei, e2) = T(Ael, Ae2)

for all el, e2 E E. A symplectic mapping is automatically injective. If dim E =

dim F then A is called a symplectic isomorphism.

Every symplectic vector space E is symplectically isomorphic to K12 x (Kfl)* pro-

vided with the canonical symplectic form for some n. Here K could be C or R

as in our case. Note that the bijective linear mapping A : E x (K72)*

sending the vectors (e1, , en, fi, fn) into the standard basis of Km x (Km)*,

is a symplectic transformation if and only if for all i, j = 1, n:

(ei ei) = h) a(fi, ei) = (2.2)

where 6,3 is the Kronecker function. Such a mapping is called a canonical trans-

formation or a canonical coordinatization of (F, a).

Definition 2.16 Suppose f E C"(X), the Hamilton field H f is the unique C"

vector field v on X such that df = a(v,).

Here it is used that a, is an isomorphism : Tx(X) ÷ T:(X) for each x E X, in

view of the non-degeneracy of a.

Definition 2.17 If f , g E C" (X) then the Poisson brackets { f, g} E C' (X)

are defined by



3 New Results

In this chapter first we state several theorems of Fourier Integral Operator

theory from [2] and [10], then in the second section we prove a theorem regarding

space curves which gives a condition for the boundedness of the set of numbers of

intersection points between the space curve and planes. This boundedness allows

us to sum the symbols over all intersection points between the space curve, which

will be our x-ray source curve, and planes. Then in subsection 2 we analyze the

two Lagrangian manifolds, A and A', associated with our operator, Rtc ()Re, and in

subsection 3, we show that A' is a flowout. We define the operator, 74072c , and find

the wave front set of the operator through an elementary approach in subsection

4. In next subsection we give a parametrization via canonical transformation for

one of the Lagrangians, the result is needed to verify the transversality hypothesis.

Subsection 6 and 7 contain the verification of transversality, and the calculation of

determinant and signature for applying the stationary phase theorems of the first

section. And finally we present the main results in subsection 8, 9 and 10. These

include the principal symbols of the operator on each of the two Lagrangians and

how the operator acts on the space of distributions conormal to a surface with

special local geometric hypothesis.

3.1 Some Theorems about Fourier Integral Operators

The following proposition [2] is used in finding the wave front set of the operator

in which we are interested, R.tc 7Z,c . It estimates the integral f eitf(x,a)g(x, a, t) dx

asymptotically as t cxD based on the asymptotic behavior of the integrand

g(x, a, t) as t oo.

Proposition 3.1 Let f E C" x RP , R) and g E C" (EV X RP x R+),

15



g(x,a,t) = 0 for x K, a A, Suppose there is a c5 < 1 such that

( g = 0 (t771+61a1)
ax

for t co,
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uniformly in (x, a) E K x A, where K, resp. A is some fixed compact subset of

R n , resp. R P . Then we have

I(a,t) = f f (x'a) g(x , a, t) dx 0 (tN) for t oc,

uniformly in a E A and for each N, if

g(x, a, t) = 0 (tN) for t OC,

uniformly in (x, a) EUxA and for each N where U is a neighborhood of the set

Ef = {x E K; dx f (x, a) = 0 for some a E A}.

The stationary phase theorem helps us to understand the asymptotic behavior of

integrals like

Ia(y)eix'b(Y) dy.

Following the approach of Guillemin and Sternberg's book of Geometric Asymp-

totics [8] we give a brief introduction of the theorem. Let us assume that each

critical point of function '0 is non-degenerate. It means that the Hessian d2r0,

r 02,0

ay3

is non-singular at each critical point, dW = 0. Let p be a critical point of 'O. By a

lemma of Morse, we can introduce coordinates x1, x2, , xn about p so that

1 2= z1)(p) + + 4+, + + x2n]

= '0(P) TQ(x)



where Q(x) is the quadratic form d2iPp. If

Oy

axi

is the Jacobian matrix of the change of coordinates then, if the support of a lies

in the associated coordinate neighborhood,

Note that if Q is the matrix of Q(x) then at p we have

ray] T (92,0

ay' OW

so that

Q(x)f a(y)eiA'b(Y) dy = f a(x) el" 2

x=0

det 0y
Ox

-1

[D21 (y (p))
ayiayil

2

dx.
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We are thus reduced to considering an integral of the form

fb(x)eqQ(x)dx

for large A. Here x (xi, x2, x72). We claim that this integral has the asymp-

totic expansion

) e
b(0) ± 0 ( 1

We prove this as follows: Write b(x) = b(p) + E(x 3 p3)b3(x) where b3 are smooth,

with compact support,

f x3b3(x)eqQ(x)dx
xj

= f a (ez22'Q(x)) bi dx
a

=
u

f eio(-)ak7 dx
xj

det

and this last integral is again of the type we are considering. Thus the highest

order term in any asymptotic expansion will come from the constant term, and



fu(x , w)eiA*(x'w)dx S (A, w)
1< C-- sup ID x'u(x , w)I ,

Ak
lal<2k
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we are left with the task of evaluating the integral f e'x°`2 dx. This is a product
2 u2

of one dimensional integrals 5 ei- du. It is known that fR du = /27 and a

change of variables for A real followed by analytic continuation for A complex with

Re A> 0 shows that

2

e-Au2 du (-27
A

where the square root is computed by continuation from the positive real axis.

Letting A ik gives

27f eikdU = (-) j'Sgn(k)

for real k 0. This completes the argument. Assuming that 0 has only finitely

many critical points in the support of a, we can then assert that

f a(y)ezA'b(Y)dy =
( 27r ) "I e 4

a(p)elACP) +0 1

Plthgp)=0
NA det H(p)I A-r-

where H(x) is the Hessian of 0 at x, and o- is the signature of the quadratic form

H.

A more general stationary phase theorem and its proof can be found in [10] by

Hormander. We state it below for reference.

Theorem 3.2 Stationary phase theorem

Let 0(x, w) be a real valued C' function in a neighborhood of (x0, wo) in Illn+772.

Assume that d10(x0, wo) = 0 and that d2xxb(x0, wo) is non-singular, with signature

a. Denote by x(w) the solution of the equation dx0(x,w) = 0 with X(WO) = xo

given by the implicit function theorem. Then there exist differential operators Lo,i,w

in x of order 2j such that when u E q,°(K), K close to (x0, WO),



where

S (A, w) eiA7p(x(tv),w)

and

with

L7p,i,w2L =

det Cd(2x(w) W)) L,,j,wu(x(w), w

1/ (gP u)(x(w))'d2 ,o(x(w),10-1D,
!P. P.vp=j 2v>3p,

1

A3

g(x, w) = tp(x, - (x(to , to - -2- (d2xxo(x(w), to(x - x(0), x - x(0)

vanishing of third order at x(w).

3.2 Main Results

3.2.1 A Theorem on Space Curves

The geometry of the x-ray source curve is very critical in developing recon-

struction algorithms. In one of the reconstruction algorithms that interests us

very much, a summation needs to be performed over all intersection points be-

tween the source curve and a plane that meets the object. This raises the question

of summability and motivates us to search for a condition that would provide the

boundedness of the intersection numbers. The following Theorem answers this

question by requiring no zero torsion points on the source curve.

Theorem 3.3 If a space curve defined on a closed bounded interval has no points

of zero torsion, then there is a uniform bound for the intersection number of the

space curve and each plane.

19

Proof: Suppose the space curve Cy parametrized by a(t) E C3([0, 1.],IV) has

the property that the number of points at which the curve intersects planes is
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unbounded. It means there are planes rcn with unit normal vector wn such that

C. intersects 71-71 at the following parameter values:

< t(n,i) < t(n,2) < < t(n,k) < 1,

For each plane 71n, let's choose an orthonormal frame {un, vn, wn} with the coor-

dinate system xn, yn and zn such that zn is the signed distance from irs. Thus with

zn (t) = zn (a(t))

zn(t(n,i)) = 0, V(n, i).

We will later translate each coordinate system to a common origin while keeping

its orthonormal frame. Then we have

Zn (t(7-0)) = Zn( (n,i) ), Vi =- 1, 2,

We apply the Mean Value Theorem Ofl zn, Z zn" consecutively, and obtain the

following consequence, that is there exist qn,z)YS, for j 1, 2,3 such that

0 < t (72 < < t (72,2) < t(n,km 1) < ti(n,kn_i) < t(n,k,) 1,

0 < < t < t1(71,2) < tn,kn 2) < < < 1-

30 < t(n,1) < t(n,i) < t , 4.2 2 3 +2
- (n,2) t (n,k--3) '(n,lcn 2) <

and 4i)(t3(nni)) = 0, for j 1, 2, 3 and each n.

Since [0,1] is compact, {t(n,1)}nc°--1 C [0, 1], then it has a subsequence ft((n,ni),1)}nc°1=1

that converges to some t1 E [0, 1]. For the same reason -fit((n,;Lti:;:n 1 has

subsequence ft((n,ni,n2),2)n,'2=1 converging to t2 E [0, 1]. Similarly,

has a subsequence ft((n,ni,n2,n3),3)}1 converging to t3 E [0, 1]. Continuing this

process, we could obtain ft((n,ni,n2,... ,n,),1)}ricc,=1 converging to ti E [0, 1] for each i
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and It ,ni),j) ini=i converges to tj e [0,1] for all j 5. i because in the case of

i {t((n,ni ,n2 a subsequence of {t((n,ni ,n...1. This process

gives us a subsequence {n1} such that t(ni,i) converges to ti as / approaches Do.

By renaming the sequence we may write without ambiguity that for each i

t(n,i) ti as n Do.

The set of all ti, i = 1, 2, 3, could be finite or infinite.

Suppose it is finite, then there exist i, j such that j > i + 2 and both t(,i)

and t(n,i) converge to some to = ti = tj E [0, 1] as n Do. By the way in which

the Mean Value Theorem produces qn,i), qn,i), we have

t(o) < qn,i) < qn,i) < qn,i) < < ti(n.,±2) < t(n,j)

This implies that all four sequences

t2(n,z), qn,i) to as n co

If the set of tz, 1, 2, 3, is infinite, without losing generality we may as-

sume that the ti's are all distinct. Since [0,1] is compact and { t1, t2, tz, C

[0, 1] then there exists an accumulation point to E [0, 1]

to as i oo.

Here we may rename the sequence of ti if necessary.
1

Given > 0, there exists i1 E Z± such that

1

iti tol < Vi >

Considering i1, i1 + 3 we can find an m1 E Z such that

1
it(00 <

2/
1

t(n,i/ +3) tit +3 <

(3.1)

(3.2)

( 3 . 3)



and

to.

1
< 2(/ + 1)

1
It(701+1+3) +31 <

2(1 + 1)

whenever n > mi+1. Continuing this process of choosing mi and i1 for 1 E Z+, we

would have subsequences

ftl(mi,ii)Y1)11)-1)

that satisfy (3.4) for all 1 with n =- ml. Therefore they all converge to the same

limit to E [0,1] for the way they are selected. So from (i) and (ii) we have shown

that there are subsequences ti(mi,,,), which converge to the same limit

whenever n > m1. For these n's, it is true that

< t1(72,ii) < q7.01) < < qn,i1+1) < ti(n,i1+2) < t(n,i/±3)

then

to <t3(72,11) to < t(n,i/ +3) tO

thus

to < max { t(n,ii) to 1, It(n,i1+3) to

By the triangle inequality and (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3) we have

1

to <

for j 1, 2,3. For next 1, namely 1 + 1, we may choose i1+1 > i1 + 3 and then

rni+i > max{mi, kmi} such that

1

< 2(/ + 1)

22

(3.4)



limit matrix as 1 cx,)

[x/(to)

x" (to)

y' (to) y" (to)

z/ (to) z" (to)

x"'(to)

23

Now by keeping the frame {un, vn, wn} unchanged we translate the coordinate

system associated to each plane gin to the common origin, a(to). The compact-

ness of S2 x S2 x S2 also implies that a subsequence of {un, vn, wn} converges to

an orthonormal frame {uo, vo, wo}. Without losing generality we use that sub-

sequence as if it is the original sequence. Let An be the matrix associated with

the rotation that transforms frame {un, vn, wn} to frame filo, vo, wol. Note that

det An = 1 for each n and An /3x3 which corresponds to the coordinate system

Let n run through m1 and i, j, k be i1. Then the left hand side tends to the following

whose determinant is a multiple of the torsion of C at to since torsion is invariant

under rigid motions. The determinant of the right hand side is zero for each n

hence for each 1. This shows that the torsion of C't, at to is zero. Thus the theorem

is proved.

x, y, z associated to the plane 77. Now

x'(t1(0)) x7,' (tn,i))

y'(t1(Th,i)) =A11 Yn1 (t1(72,i)
, similarly

xt(t1(n,i)) x"(t)) x'"(tn,k))

0

i 1Xn(t(70)) Xf71,(tn,j)) (tn,k))

Y1(ti(n,i)) Y"(tri,j)) Ym(tr,,k))

[

=A11 Yin(t1(n,i)) Y'r'i(tn,j)) Yi7121(tri,k))

z' (4,1 ) z"(t)) z'"(t3(ri,k))_ 0 0 0



3.2.2 Ct 0C-=-AU

Suppose that Q is a bounded region in TV and Cv is a smooth space curve in

the exterior of the closed convex hull of Q parametrized by

ai(t) -

a2(t)

a3(t)

where t is in some interval I and a E C'(I, R3), the space of all smooth three

dimensional curves defined on the interval I. Let C be the line complex consisting

of all straight lines passing through the space curve Cv. C = C x (S2/Z2) = Cv x P2

to be precise. A straight line 7 passing through a(t), for some t E I, can be

described by

for s E R. Thus we can identify

Let

Z = {(x, EQxC:xE -y} CQxC be the point-line relation for C,

N*Z = r) E T*(Q x C) \ 0 : (x, -y) E = 0 on Tx,,y)Z1

a(t) =

a(t) + s

cos u sin v

sin u sin v

cos v

24

be the conormal bundle of Z which is the collection all (x, ,7, n in T* (Q x C) \ 0

such that n vanishes on the tangent space T(,,,y)Z whenever (x, y) E Z. To



The tangent space T()Z at the base point (x, -y) is spanned by the column vectors

(Dh)1, (Dh)2 , (Dh)3 , (Dh)4 of Dh. By the definition of N* Z , n = 0 on Tx,,y)Z ,

n (Dh)i = 0, for i 1 , 2, 3, 4,

where we suppose

F=

cos u sin v

sin u sin v

cos V

Fi

F2

F3

This will provide us a parametrization of N* Z . First we denote

25

understand better about Z and N* Z we consider a parametrization for the part

of Z where sin v 0,

where h : U Z, U C R4 with s E R, u E [0, 27] and v E (0, 7). Then

cos u sin v ag. (t) s sin u sin v s cos u cos Y

sin u sin v al2 (t) s cos u sin v s sin u cos v

cos V cil3 (t) 0 s sin v
Dh =

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

cos u sin v

u, v) = (x, = a(t) s sin u sin v E Z

cos V



and choose orthonormally

'T

F

-=

szi sin v

sz2,

(S, t, U, V, Zi, Z2) --> (X, e, , )

and

Observing that u2 is in (Dh)3 and u3 is in (Dh)4 would make following calculations

easier. Thus we have

(e, r) . (Dh)1 -= 0 ui = 0, thus = ziu2 + z2u3, azi, z2 E R

(, F) (Dh)2 =0 > Fl = a' (t) ,

(-, r) . (Dh)3 = 0 > r2 = szi sin v,

(e, F) - (Dh)4 = o r3 = sz2.

al (t) + s cos u sin v

With x = a2 (t) + s sin u sin v

a3 (t) + s cos v

z1 sin u + z2 cos u cos v

= z1 cos u + z2 sin u cos v

z2 sin v
-

26

-
sin u cos u cos v

_ -

cos u sin v
1

A
112 = cos u

0

and u3 sin u cos v

sin v

in u1 1 = sin u sin v

cos v
_ _



gives a parametrization for the part of N*Z where sin v 0. Let

C = N* = {(x, r) : r) E N*Z1 ,

Ct = (7Y, Y, 77) (Y, E AT* Z}

Define the composition operation o of the relations Ct and C, for every pair of

(x,e, 7, r) and (;y" , y, ri) with (y ,F) = ('=y, f), in this case

(X, r) 0 (7y, 77) = (X, Y,17), and

Ct 0 C = y, 77) : (x, -y, E C and (-y, r, y, 77) E Crt, for some (7, r)}.

Suppose now (x, e, r) o (, y, ri) is defined, then (-y, r) = (,f)

and note x, y E 7 by the definition of Z, so there exist s, s' E R \ {0} such that

a' (t)

szi Sin?)

specifies a direction for the line 7. In the mean time, using the parametrization of

N*Z above, we have from the condition (7, r) = (7y, f) that

a' (t) -

,s z sin v

I
8Z2 S/ Z2

szi = SZ1, sz2 = stz2 (-. sin v 0)

S
77 = 41.12 + Z1 3 = --'(Z1112 Z21-13) =

s s'

either a' (t) = 0,

or s = s' which leads to x y and = 77.

27

cos u sin v

x = a(t) + su1, y = a(t) + , where u1 sin u sin v E s2

cos V



Hence the composition of relations Ct and C can be viewed as a union,

Ct 0 C = Y, x = a(t) + sui, y a(t) + sill]. and \ 0}

= A U Al,

where

A = {(x, X, e) : X = a(t) e \ 01 and

A' = (x, e, x + (s' s)ui,ss : x = a(t) + sui, E uil \ 0, a' (t) = 0} .

The conditions of x = a(t) + sui and E u \ 0 mean that the plane x +

intersects the curve Cz, because a(t) x = E el" implies a(t) E x so

(x + FIG is non-empty since it contains at least a(t). Note also

A n A' = {(x,e,x,e) : x = a(t) sui. E uil \ 0 and a' (t) e = 01 ,

A n A' is smooth and of codimension 1 in either A or A'.

3.2.3 Flowout

Suppose that at some point (x0, in T* (X) there exists a to so that

(x0 a(to)) = 0, cii(to) eo = 0 and a"(to) 0.

This is where the curve Cc, parametrized by a(t), is tangent at a(to) to the plane

passing through xo with normal vector G, but only in the first order contact and

not beyond. It can be shown that the projection r : C T*C2 has a Whitney fold

above such point. The definition of Whitney fold can be found in [4]. The three

conditions above say in a neighborhood of (to, G) the function g(t,e) = a' (t)

satisfies:

Og
,g(to,&)) = 0 and (to, G) O.

28



dr
then X(T) = a + Aer

29

The implicit function theorem implies that there exists a differentiable function

t() defined in a neighborhood U of eo such that

9(40,) = 0 Ve E U and t(6) = to

Define on T* (X) \ 0 the function p as,

P(x,) = (x a(t()))

in this case, using ai(t(e)) 0

p(xo,G) = (x0 a(t(6))) = 0, ai(to) - 6 = 0

and dp ----- al)dxz +
Op

<3
axi k

-,---- dxi + (xi ai(t()) (al (t()) ktj k
= e, dxi + (x3 ai(t()))cki at (xo, 6)

which is non-zero since e 0 0. To find the flow of its Hamiltonian vector field, we

have to solve the ODEs:

dx,(r) Op at
= cti(t((r))) (a' (t((r))) (r))

dr ae,

de(r) Op --(r). Then
dr ax

e(r) = Be'

where B is a constant vector to be determined. Since Be' is a dilation of B, then

t(e(r)) t(Be') t(B). The initial point for (x, ") of the ODEs above is in the

set {p = 0} which implies

(t(Be-T)) e- B --= e' (t(B)) B = 0

for T in an open interval. Thus the ODEs of xi's reduce to

dx,(r) Op = (xi(r) a,)



or
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where A is a constant vector to be determined. By choosing x(0) = a + sui and

e(0) = we have

x(7) -= a + ersui and (7-) = eTc.

If we set s' er 8, then

x(7) = a + ersui = a + s'ui =

(7) = = 77'

Thus

(x, e; y) = (x, e; x(7), e(7)) (x, e; exp(711p(x,e))).

This proves that A' is the flowout in T* (Q) x T* (Q) of {p = 0 } by the integral

curves of the Hamiltonian vector field associated to p. Moreover here we may easily

derive an equality needed in subsection 3.2.8,

s = lx(0) al, = x(y) al, and se =

implies

lx(0) c/1 lx(T) aln = lx(T)

Recall that C is the line complex consisting of all straight lines passing through

a space curve C parametrized by a(t), thus C = C, x P2, and that

Z = {(x,-)/) EQ xC:x E -y} CQxe

cE(t())ii = a(t())i 177k (3.5)

for all (x, y, n) on the integral curve of the Hamiltonian vector field associated

to p.

3.2.4 Wavefront Set of Rtc 0 Rc
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is the point-line relation for C. Define measure d7 on C by the product of arc length

measure on G and area measure on the sphere. Define Re : C°(Q) -4 C°°(C) by

c9() f g(7(s)) ds.

The Schwartz kernel of Re is bz, defined by

(Sz, = f (f f (7(s), -y) ds) d7, f E q,°(C2 x C).
C R

6z is a Fourier integral distribution associated to C, where

C = N* = : (x, 7, F) E N* Z } .

Greenleaf and Uhlmann [4] showed that Rtc 0 Re is an element of the class /(A, A)

of oscillatory integrals with singular symbols associated with the two cleanly in-

tersecting Lagrangians A' and A. Here clean intersection for two submanifolds X

and Y means their intersection is a smooth submanifold and

Tz(X) n 17,(Y) = Tz(X n Y)

for all z E Xn Y. Greenleaf and Uhlmann proved as well that the wave front set of

74 °Re is contained in the union of the diagonal in T*Tie x T*IIV and the flowout

A' of fp = 0 1. For the last portion we give a more elementary proof as follows:

Let KA be the Schwartz kernel of Rteo Re, We will need Proposition 3.1 to

calculate the decay of the Fourier transform of the distribution KA.

Suppose that (x0/ G/ Yo, no) A' U (N* A)/. Then there exists U1, U2, V1 and

V2 which are neighborhoods of x0/ YO/ 6 and no respectively, both U1 and U2 are

bounded and both V1 and V2 are conic meaning tv E Vi for t > 1 and V v E

such that

(tJxxtcx (v2)) n (A u N*A) = 0,



since A U N*,A is closed and conic. Let pi E Cc7°(U1), P2 E C°°(U2) with pi (xo) 0

and p2(Yo) 0. Since K A E D' (Q x Q) then KAP1P2 E E' (C1 x Q) and we

extend this distribution outside Q x Q by zero to get KAPiP2 E E' (R3 x R3). To

understand whether (x0, eo,Yo, 7)o) is not in the wave front set of K A we need to

estimate

T(KApiP2)(A(a, "3)) = (KA, CzA(x."Y.13) Pi 0 P2)

for A 007 in 1(0, MI 1, where we considered

(K A, e-i(-6+y-n) P1 Asov p2) (KA, 'Pi 0 p2)

So we test the distribution K A with the oscillatory test function

Pi (x) P2 (Y)

and then investigate the asymptotic behavior letting the frequency variable A go

to co.

(KA, e-z(x-e±")pi (X) 0 P2(Y))

(RC ° RcPi(Y)e-i(Y.71) P2(x)e)

= (RC (P1(Y)e) RC (P2(X)ei(x)))

f(a(t) + sAeiRa(t)+s1e).6] dsi

(9,0 ES2xf

fP2 (a(t) + s20)etRa(t)+82(9).7/] ds2 dOdt

LR

f- pi(a(t) + s10)p2(a(t) + s20)e-i[(a(t)±510). +(a(o+s20)17] ds1ds2d9dt

iARa('0f- P1 (a(t) + s19)p2(a(t) + s20)e-t)±81 0)-a-qa(t)-i-s20)1 ds1ds2dOdt

fpi(a(t)+ siO)p2(a(t) + 820)e'AI ds1ds2dOdt

e-tA(x.a+y-,3)

32
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where <9, (i = 1, 2) parametrizes the straight line a(t) + si0 that passes through

a(t) and we denote

f (t, s1, s2, e(u, v), a, ,3) = (a(t) + 810) a + (a(t) + 820)

with e = Aa, -= 1(a, 13)1 = 1 and A -= 1(e, 77)1 > 0. The first partial derivatives

of f with respect to the variables on which the integral was performed above are:

ft = a'(t) + /3);

= 9 a;

f82 =

fu = Ou (sia + SA;

fv = Ot, (sia + SA.

To find the critical points of f,

f = 0 sia + s2,3 c n O n 6 = {a} sia

If s1 = s2, then a = 13, thus (a(t) + 810 , a, a(t) + 526, ) E (N*-A)'. If 81 s2,

x a(t) + si0 must satisfy e = 0 and a'(t) -e = 0. With e = Aa, 8 = 0 follows

from f --= 0. On the other hand sia + s23 = d and s1 0 82 implies a + ,3 6, so

ft = 0 a' (t) = 0. Write a(t) s28 = a(t) + 810 + (s2 s1)0 with sia = 820
S1we have = a, thus (a(t) + siO, a, a(t) + 820, 3) E A' according to the
S2

characterization of A' at the end of section 3.2.2. So we showed that for (a, 0)

such that A(a, /3) = 7i) if f has critical point at (t, si, s2, u, v), then

(a(t) + 810, a, a(t) + s20, /3) A' u (IV*A)F.

Hence for the (t, sl, 82, 21,, 2)) such that pi(a(t) + s10) 0, p2(a(t) + 520 0 0 and

(a, /3) E (VI x V2) n S5 there are no critical points above U1 X U2, SO

{(X, y) E x U2 : d152 f (x, 0, /3) = 0, (a, (3) E (VI x V2-) n
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is an empty set, where (x, y) = (a(t) + s19, a(t) + 8219) and therefore Proposition

3.1 implies that

(KApiP2) (e, 77) = 0(A1V) for A --+ oo, for each N.

This showed that the point (xo, yo, no) A' U (N*.A) is not in the wave front

set of KA by definition, hence

WF(KA) c A' u (N*A)'.

3.2.5 A Parametrization of A

By the theorem of Greenleaf and Uhlmann [4], R. oR,c is microlocally a Fourier

integral operator near A. Next we recall the definition from [2] of the principal

symbol of a Fourier integral operator which we use to investigate the principal

symbol of R.te o R..

Definition 3.4 For a Fourier integral distribution A of order m, defined by a

non-degenerate phase function and an amplitude a E Sp 2 4 (X x ), the

principal symbol of order m is the element in

Sprn+.1 (A, C21 .L)

sIort±i-1-1-2p (A, L)
2

given by

eiV)(7(a), (ue-1(x'a), A) . (3-7)

Here A = Ao is the conic Lagrange manifold in T*(X)\ 0 defined by 0.

Sr, (A, S-2 L) denotes the symbol space of sections of the complex line bun-

dle 521 L over A, of growth order p, moreover, u E c (X, SO and 't1) E
2

(3.6)

C" (X X A), 2,b(x, a) is homogeneous of degree 1 in a and the graph of x +->

dx11)(x, a) intersects A transversally at a.



(x a(t(0))

ci1(t()))2,

(xi a1(t()))6,

In X (40)1 ,

2c2 a2(t())
- (t(0)

a3(t())
Xi-

homogeneous

homogeneous

homogeneous

homogeneous

homogeneous

of degree

of degree

of degree

of degree

of degree

homogeneous of degree 0 in
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Regarding (3.7) as a function of such u and zp , it becomes an element of (3.6).

Though for the Schwartz kernel KA of 7?..tc o R.c we do not have an explicit

oscillatory representation near A, the Lagrangians are known. In this case the

pairing in (3.7) can still be calculated explicitly if the transversality condition is

met with some suitable function II). In order to check this condition we need a

parametrization for our Lagrangian A.

Recall from section 3.2.3 if at some point (x0, of the space T* (Q) there exists

a to such that

(x0 a(t0)) 0, ail(to) G o and au(to) 0,

then the implicit function theorem implies that there exists a differentiable function

t = t() defined in a neighborhood U of eo such that

at(t(e)) 0 Ve E U and t(G) = t0.

For specificity, we assume x1 al (t()) > 0. We define the following six functions

on a neighborhood of (xo, G) in T* (Q):

Note that function t = t is by definition homogeneous of degree zero. These six

functions satisfy the conditions



{qi, qi} = 0; {Pi, pk} = 0; {Pk, qi} = Sik, V j, k E {1, 2, 3} (3.8)

that make the mapping

(x, (qi, q2, q3; Pi, P2, P3)

a canonical transformation. Here as in the third section of chapter two

{p, Hp(q)
( Op Dq ap aq

0e; ax; ax; 0e;

The parametrization of A can be derived from functions pi's and q3 's as follows.

At (x, e; x, e) E A' n (N*)', let u1 u2 = q2, us = q3, a2 = p2, and a3 /33

then we have

= (t()) + e1, = o-2u2e-u1 o-3u3e-ui

12 = a2(t(e)) + u2eu1, a2e-u1

13 = a3(t(e)) + U301, 6 = (73e-ul

as a local parametrization of A' n (.2V*A)I. If we increase u1 to ul+s, e will become

= e'e and x will become

y = (ai(t(e-se)) a2(t(e-s)) u2eu1+8, a3(t(e-s)) u3euims)

=- (ai(t(e)) + ett'±s, a2(t()) + u2eU1, a3(t()) + u3eu1±8)

= x + (es 1)(x (t(e))) .

It is easy to see that if we set s = 0 then x = y and e = Thus the five

parameters Th., u2, u3, a2 and o-3 parametrize the intersection of A' and (N*A),

and together with s 0 0 they describe the part of A' away from the diagonal. This

parametrization is consistent with the analysis of A' U (N* A)' at the end of section

3.2.2.

In the vector space T* (R3) for our pi's and q3's we can compute their Hamil-

tonian vector fields:

36



Hp, = (x1 al, X2 a2, x3 a3 ; -----1, --- 2) 6) ^
at t,_ , at , at e_

Hp2 = ( ail -----c2, al ---c2 + Xi al (t()), al
,92

--c2 ; 6, 0,
03atat at

Hp3 -= e_---3, allc3, all --c3 + Xi al WO) ; -67 07'K .92 a6
,at , at , at

Hq, ------

xi al I ' l 1 'x1 al x1 al Il ' '

al al a1
aei (9-2 a6 .

1

142 \ae' (x1 ai)2' x1 °)
aqz x2 a2

1aq3a3
,

1 \
0a' - ai)2', /Hq, respectively, where

ai) + (x2 a2)
t and

(x1 a1)2
al) + a(x3 a3)

t.
(x1 a1)2
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With these vector fields it is straight forward to verify that the functions A's and

q3's defined above satisfy the commutation relations (3.8).

3.2.6 The Transversality Condition

Our goal is to identify the symbol of Te a R, using Definition 3.4 and the

stationary phase theorem 3.2. In this section we will verify the transversality

condition for A and the graph of the mapping x dv with some suitable choice

of 7,G. First of all since T*(X) x T*(Y) is isomorphic to T*(X x Y) we write

w --= (x0, yo, no) E A for convenience. For such w and x, y E R3 we define

1

0(x, y, w) = (x - TO) G) (Y YO) no) ±(Y Yo, Yo)k(G, 77o),

where k(eo, TAO is non-zero and homogeneous of degree one in 6 and rio. To study

the graph of the mapping chp we calculate 'Oy(x, y, ty) -= 710+(yyo)k(0, 710) and

Ox(x,y,w) = G. Consider : X x Y R then ctO : X x Y T* (X x Y).

0)

0)



The graph of chb is the image of X x Y under the mapping ch/)

c111)(x, y, w)

no + (y Yo)k( 77o)_

Indeed d0(xo, yo, w) w E A. So for the tangent spaces we have

T (graph chl)) C T (T* (X x Y))

71(x0,y0,e0,_710)(graph dO) = Image of (d(db))
(xo,yo)

= Image of

[93x3

Denote

03x3

k(G, no) hx3

38

k(eo, no) 13_

To show that the graph(d) meets A transversally at w = (xo, yo, G, no) E A

means to show that the sum of their tangent spaces spans the full tangent space

of W2, that is

T(x0,y0, o,_71,,) (graph chl)) + T(xo,y0,eo,o)(A) = Txo,yo,e0,_710)(E812).

To this end we need the local parametrization of the previous section to consider

the following mappings,

03x3
H

03x3

16x6

03x6



Irb : (s, U1, U27 U37 0-2, 0.3)1>.

(x ; y) = (eUl ± al(tW),

eui+s ± ai(t(e-so),

71-1 : (8 7 U1, U2, U3, a2, (73) 1-4

. 77) (_e-u1a2u2 e-ui 0_3u3,

u2eU1+8 ± a2(t(e-

e-ui-sa2u2 + e-ui-S U1.50_2, e-u,-.50_3)
cr3u3,

which can be used to parametrized the tangent space at A. Based on this we want

to know if the 12 x 12 matrix

16 D7rb

H D711

is non-singular. If it is non-singular then the dimension of the span of their sum

tangent spaces is 12. This is sufficient to say the transversality condition holds.

Since

showing the non-singularity of Dir f H Dicb would be equivalent to showing the

non-singularity of the matrix
_

16 D7rb

H D7r f
-

Before we carry out this long verification let us derive a useful fact we will need in

the following calculations. Recall the function t = t() we obtained in 3.2.3, and

-

Cu10-2, Cula3;

.5 )), u3eui-f-s ± a3(t(e-.5)))

39

u2eui ± a2(t()), 7/301 -4- a3(t());

-_

1-616 D7rb
is row equivalent to

0 Dirt HDirbH DTt



at
let ti = for i = 1, 2, 3.

If t1u2 + t2 = 0 and tiu3 + t3 0

t2 t121,2 and t3 = t12t3

V t = t2, t3) = (1, 2/2, U3)

V t (1, 212,113) H x - a(t), but a' (t) 11 t

(t) x a(t),

which contradicts our assumptions. So without losing generality, we assume that

t1u2 + t2 0 and denote it as = t1u2 + t2. Here we claimed that a'(t) V t

which can be shown by differentiating the equation a' (t(e)) = 0. For each

i = 1, 2, 3,

0
(t(e)) =0 (a" (t (e)) e) at + a(t(e)) =0.

Since a" (t (e)) 0 in a neighborhood of G, ai(t) 11 V t is proved. Starting with

the matrix

and using the condition of Vt = 0 we perform the column operation

( 02 C5 ± 0-3 C6 4- C2 )e' C2.

here Ci denotes the i-th column of the matrix. Then the assumption 0 allows

us to use the fifth column of the matrix to simplify columns 3, 4, and 6 via column

operations. And after some other column operations to eliminate common factors

we get the following matrix

40

Dirb

Dir f



Here means that the two matrices are either column equivalent or row equiv-

alent, hence their ranks are the same. Without ambiguity we abuse the notation

and still denote the resulting matrix as

D7rb

D7if

41

The next step is to calculate Thrf - Hart,. Since H annihilates the upper half

block of Dub and keeps its lower half.

_eui 1 0 0 a'1 0

u2eui u2
euif 0 a'2 0

U3eu1 U3 0 euii 0

0 es 0 0 die-s 0

0

0

u2es

u3e8

eui+si

0

0

eui+si

, ---,a2e

, -sa3e

0

0

U2
0 0 -e-u' a2t2 _e-u1a3t2 U2t3 t2U3i

1
0 0 e-ui(72t1 e-u10-3t1 -z

t
tiu3 t3

0

e-s6

0

0

0

0

e-u1-so-2t2

e-u1-so-2ti

0

e-u1-sci3t2

0

u2e-s
(a2t3 t2u3)e-s

t1u3 t3)e-8
e-s

e-s6 0 0 0 0



On the matrix of Thrf H (Drib) we perform the following row operations and

some obvious column operations to simplify it

where t1U2-Ft2. In the last matrix we rearrange the first column as the fourth

column, thus the old second, third and fourth become the first, second and third

columns. Consider matrix blocks of the new matrix with A and C being square

and A.-1 exists

D7-1- f H (Thrb)
BC
AD

r-/
0 C B D

A

42

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0
H Thrb =

0 kes 0 0 die-9k 0

0 ku2es keui+si 0 a' e-sk2 0

0 ku3e5 0 keui+si d3e-sk 0_

Then we get

0 0 6t2 6t2 U2 U2t3 t2U3

0 0 -2t1 .'3t1 1 t1U3 t3

00 0 0 0 i
Thr f H (Drib)

i 1 0 0 e-sdiik 0

U2 eul+sik 0 e-sal2ik 0

U3 0 eu'±sik e-sci3ik 0

esRi + R4

e'R2 + R5

cs R3 + R6

----}

--.>'

R4,

R5,

R6,

esCi
e-s ,..,

Cl,

C2,

C5.

---

---4(../2
k

iC5--+ >



If A is invertible, then

det
BC
AD

0 0 < det

The matrices A, B ,C and D are chosen as follows from Thr f H (Thrb)

A'=

1

11,2 eui+s [tiu2 + t2} k

U3 0

0 6t2
o 2l 6t1

o 0 0

'U3

0 C B 1D

A

[0

U2 t2U3 ± U2t3

C = 0 1 t1U3 t3

0 0 t1zt2 + t2

[t1U2 t2] ka'l 0

D = e2 e-51t1u2 + t2] ka'2 0

6 e' [t1u2 + t2] ka'3 0

1 0

U2 1

0

0 0 4=> det (C BA-1D) 0.

0

[t1u2 + t] k

eui +s [tiu2 + t2] k eul±s tit12 t2] k

0

0

1
eui+s [_t1u2 + t2] k

43

A=

B



Now we may calculate

--t2e2U2t2e3U3
eni+sa

t1e2U2+ t16U3
eui±sik

eul+sa

0

t2e1 t2e2 t26
eu,+sik eui+sik eui+sik

tlel t1e2 t1e3
eui+sa eui+sa

o o o

t21e12 t2e-5k a'
0

eul+sik cult

-ti 02 tie-sk a'
0eui+sik eul+si

t202 0 0

--0"112 0 0
eui+sLic

0 00

1

U2 1
eul±sa eui+sik

U3
0eul+sik

t22 t26
eul+sa eul+sa

-t16
eui±sik eui+s-ik

al(t) = O.

i -6-sad, 0

"-2 -e-sika'2 0

6 e-sikai3 0

i -e-silcd, o

6 -e-saal2 0

6 e-8ikal3 0

44

BA-1D =

0

0

0

e2t2

6t1

0

e3t2

e3t1

0

0

eul+sik



o o i
_

- f W2
> det (C BA-1D) = -t _ -=

ile 0
eul+stk k(eo, _Tio)eui+s

where k is non-zero by assumption. Hence the transversality condition is verified

for

OX, y, w) = (x x0, 6) + (y Yo, 70 + -1(Y Yo, y Yo)k(eo, 970

at the point w = (x0, yo, 6, 770 E A \ N*A. A similar procedure can establish

the transversality condition for the function

zp(x,y,w) = (x x0,6)-1- (y Yo,o> + 12(x xo, x x0)h(G, 77o)

at the same point.

3.2.7 The Determinant and Signature of d27-P

Our goal is to evaluate the expression defined by the pairing on the right hand

side of (3.7). The way we proceed is that for a given wo = (xo, , Yo, 771) E

A we choose a homogeneous function tP(x,y,w) of degree one in w on a conic

neighborhood of wo and two smooth functions pi and p2 with compact support

around yo and xo respectively and then pair with the Schwartz kernel K A of 7-407?-c

v0(x,y,wo)p1(y) 0 P2(x))

45

Then we have

t2W2
U2 U2t3--t2U3eui+sik

C - BA-1D = t1iel2 tiu3 t3eui+sik



If we choose '0 (x - x0) + (y - yo) (-f-i) to be linear, it fails to satisfy the

transversality condition. In order to fulfill the hypotheses of Definition 3.4 some

quadratic terms are added to this function and we come to the oscillatory integral

(KA, e-21b(x'Y'w(j) P1(Y) P2(x))

= (Rtc ° RcPi(Y)e

=_
KR,c (191(y)ei((yy0,-7))+1(yY0,YY0)W,-10))

"Rc (102(x)ei(xx0,0+(xx0,xx0h(,--11))))

fI pi(a(t) 829)e-iRa(o+820-y0)(-71)+11a(o+s2o-Y012k(e')] c182

(0,0 E §2x1 R

' [f P2(a(t) + si9)e
R

iRa(t)+.518x0)- e+-12-1a(t)+,s1.64xo12-71)] dsi

=_ f Pi (a(t) + s10)p2(a(t) + 820)e-'A cls1ds2d0dt

where

82, t, 0(u, v)) (a(t) + s10 - x0,0 + -12 la(t) + 810 - x012 h

+ (a(t) + s29 - Yo, + -12 la (t) + s20 yo l2 k (e, -771)

where 0 E S2 parametrized by u and v and (x0, , yo, -ffl is a parameter. This 77)

is equal to the 0 in previous section when h = 0. In this section we will calculate

in order to verify those conditions to apply the stationary phase theorem 3.2 on

the oscillatory integral above. Thus we need the determinant and signature of d2-1)

at the points such that dii) = 0.

i((YY0,--11)+(yYo,YYo)k), 02(x)ei((xx0,-0Hq(xx0,xx0)h))

dOdt

46



SO

= 0 ct'(t) + (a(t) + s10 xo)h) = 0 if s1 82. (3.9)

Denote zx a(t) + s10 xo, zy = a(t) + 820 yo and consider d2:0 for the case

= 0. In order to fit the following fairly big matrices on the pages, we also use

the abbreviations

= e + zxh, E' 7) + zyk, S1 = sih + s2k, S2 = +

In terms of these notations we have = 0 = 0, = 0 = 0,

together with = 0 and = 0 they imply that siE + s2'E' = 0, and a/(t) - E = 0

follows from 17)t = 0 if s1 s2. After performing five partial differentiations on

each of the five first order partial derivatives of :ti) with the conditions from ch-1) = 0

and 9- = 0 0, 0 we have the following for d2'(-1)

4 S271 si(a(t) + S10 Xo)h 82(a(t) ± 820 yo)k

--ij+ (a(t) + 820 yo)k = (47+ (a(t) + s10 xo)h)
52

47

1PS = 0 + (a(t) + si0 xo)h)

S2
0 . ( (a(t) + 820 yo)k)

(t) - 7-) (a(t) + 810 xo)h+ (a(t) + s20 yo)k)

'c3U (4 3277 + si(a(t) 810 xo)h+ s2(a(t) + 820 yo)k)

17)v 0, 82i) + si(a(t) + si0 xo)h + s2(a(t) + 820 yo)k)

At the critical points,



0 (a' 0)h Ou 0, E

0 k (a' O)k Ou E-E' 0,

(a' 0)h (a' 0)k (1 s1) a" + !42(h + k) (a' Ou)S1 (a' 0,)S1
82

El (a' 1012S2 (0, 0u)S2

E, 0, 7E-' (a' 0)S' (0 0)S2 10d2S2

We will use a similar scheme as we had in the previous section to evaluate the

determinant of the matrix d2i-P above, and so we divide the matrix into four blocks

as follows:

h

A = 0

0

k (a' 0)k

(a' 0)h (a' 0)k (1

(a' 0)h

s2
a" + la'12(h + k)

E 0,

E' 0, -

(a' Ou)S' (a' - Ov)S1

9E (a' Ou)S1

0, E 9E (a' 0)S1

10u 2S2 (Ou 0u)S2

(0 0,)S2 1012S2

10.12 Ou

S26 S26
=

1012

S26 S26

48

Note here that det D = (S2)26 and 6 = iOui219v12 (0. - 0.)2 = X
92 > 0

because Ou 0. So we have

B=

c=

D=



BD-1C --=

Ou ev

E' 0, 7E'

x x = (et (c- x ci) =

10,12 (ev O.)
S26 S26-

(ev 9) 19u12

- S26 S26

a' (t)S1 0, a' (t)S1

E' (0 a' (t))S1

0, E' (0v (t)),51

To simplify this product of three matrices we apply some formulae from vector

analysis

a.

(-I. d. 1). ci

49

(3.10)

for , E R3 and an equality derived from 4 = 0 at the beginning of the

section

777+ (a(t) + s20 yo)k = --s2-- (e+ (a(t) + SO xo)h) . (3.11)
s2

We also use the facts that 10u x Ou12 l9ul2I9v12 (ou Ay \ 2u ) = 6 and that Ou x is

parallel to 0 since 10(u, v) 1 = 1. After a long and tedious calculation we obtainFF
82

where

F=

BD-1C =

+ zxh
2

sh+sk

si 7_7 s2--r 1F
2

82

Si

S2

Icil(t) x 012 (sih + 32102GG
82 (sTh + 53k)

(t) X 0] + zsh) x 01 (sift + s2k)
and G=

(sTh + ,qk)



where

H = (1
I a" (e + z,h) + la'12(h + k)

10/(t) x 912 (sih + S202

S2 (sTh + SPc)

Its determinant is

det (A BD-1C)
s2

= (h F) (k -4.F) H (h F) ((9 a')k +sl G)2 4- F2 H
s2 S2

+2LF (9. a1)k +19-2--G][(0 a')h G] (k 4-F) [(0 a')h G?
S2 82 s2

s2
G2 (k + h--) + 2G(0 a')hk (1 1

32 S2

= Di + D2-

The summands are defined by:

hkH FH (k + hq) + F [(0 a') (k + Lh) 2 (0 a')2hk(h + k)
S2 82

[
1

S2
Slia" (e + zsh) hk

e + zxh
1a1(012 2

S2

2

hk (81 S2)2

+ sPc'

e2+ zxh
2

s2
+ x 912h2k2

(si s2)2
sTh +

50

and so

A BD-1C =

h F

F
S2

(0 a')h G

LT'
32

s2
k

82

(0 a')k + LG
S2

(0 a')h

S1
(0 al)k + G

82

= hkH FH (k + hl) +
82

SiF[(0 - a') (k + h)
82 _

2

(0 a')2hk(h + k)



D2 = G2 (k + /4)
s2

2

([a'(t) x + z,h) x (sih + s2k)\ (s?h, + s3k)
2(sPi + 4k) e

It is obvious that if si = s2 then Di = 0 and
2

[a' (t) + (a(t) + si0 x0)11)]
D2= 2

(h + k)
Si

would follow from the next equation applying (3.10)

[al (t) x 0] [( z,h) x e] =

det (c/sis22t,u00 = det

a' zsh) 9. + zxh)

a' 09

since osi = 0 0 + zxh) = 0. In the mean time we have D2 0 if si 82

from (3.9) and the equation above. Therefore we can write

AB
CD

= det (A BD-1C) det D

{Di

(sTh + 4k)2 6 if s1 0 82

D2 (4.h + 4k)2 6 if =s2

= + z,h)

51

(3.12)

(a(e) + s10* , + (a(r) + 810* xo)h; a(t*) + 40* , + (a(t*) + s'2` 0* yo)k)

So far the calculation used only the condition ch(s1 , 4 t, 9*. wo) = 0. It does not

depend on where wo is. Thus the result above can be used for the case wo E LV in

subsection 3.2.9. Note that the critical values correspond to some x -= a(r) + 40*

and y = a(t*) + s2* 0* in Q. With this correspondence we need the connection

between c43 = 0 and wo = xo, 771) E A \ N*.A, so we may express the

determinant in terms of wo. Suppose that c4-b(sl, s, t, 9*; wo) = 0. If sl s; then

the point



is equal to

(a(t*) + 40*, t. ; a(t*) + 49*, s.lt.
S2

which is in the set A \ N*A, where t, = (a(r) + 8'10* xo)h. If sI = s; then

we have

+ (a(t*) + 4'0* yo)k (a(t*) + 40* xo)h)

and thus the point

(a(t*) + 310* , e + (a(t*) + s1B* xo)h; a(t*) + sTO* , + (a(t*) + 40* yo)k)

is in the set N* In fact we can prove

Lemma 3.5 Suppose that wo (xo, yo, 7)) E A \ ./V*A and

tP(x, y, WO) (X e) + -2-1 X xo)h

(y Yo, 71) + (y Yo, Yo)k 4))

s2, t, O(u, V)) 7,i)(a(t) + s10, a(t) + 820, wo)

with h and k homogeneous of degree one. Then there exist a conic neighborhood

W of wo and neighborhoods U and V of xo and yo respectively such that for each

w E W there is only one pair of x E U and y E V that satisfies

(x, y, d7P(x, y, w)) E A.

Moreover, if w E A, then

(x, y, dt(x, y. w)) w E A.

and

w = (a(t*) + s*16)* , a(t*) + 40* , ,

s2

for a unique (s,s2*,t*,0*).

52



Proof: From the discussion before the lemma we know

(a(t) + sie, a(t) + s20, ck(a(t) + s16 a(t) + 828, wo)) E A U N*A

if c111)(s1, s2, t, 19(u, v)) -= 0.

Since A is a Lagrangian we need six variables to parametrize it. Let

g : R6 A C T* (Si x S-2)

be a parametrization of A with g(zo) = wo for some zo E R6. Note also

:QxQ-4T*(QxQ).

Define the function

F : R3 x R3 x R6 x 11112

F(x, y, z, w) -= d0(x, y, w) g(z).

Then F(xo, Yo, zo, wo) = 0. The transversality of graph(d0) and A at wo proved in

subsection 3.2.6 for the cases of h = 0, k 0 and h 0, k = 0 implies that

53

aF
a(x,y,z)

[0(4) ag

(.0,yo,zu,.0)
a(x, y)' azj (.0,yo,z0,,,,,)

a(do
is non-singular since the columns of span Two (graph(4)) and the columns

0(x, y)

of
0 g

span Two (A). The implicit function theorem implies that there exist a neigh-

borhood f/ii of wo in R12, neighborhoods U, V, Z of x0, y0 and zo respectively, and

unique smooth functions x(w), y(w), z(w) such that

F(x(w), y(w), z(w), w) = 0 = chl)(x(w), y(w), w) g(z(w)) ew E

So for each w E W, x, y and z can be solved uniquely in U, V and Z respectively in

terms of w. The Lagrangian manifold A is conic and zi) is homogeneous of degree

one with respect to the fiber of w, thus

c10(x, y, Aw) E A < > chl)(x, y, w) E A
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since cl'(x, y, Aw) = A chP(x, y, w). Let W be the conic neighborhood of wo gen-

erated by W. To show that the uniqueness holds in the conic neighborhood W

above U x V let's assume there is a w EW and xi, X2 E Ul Y1, Y2 E V such that

ck(xl, w)) E A and (x2, Y21 Chb(X2/ Y21 W)) E A.

Then there exists a scalar A such that Aw E T-47. From the discussion above we

have

yi, dli)(xi Aw)) E A and (x2, Y2, chp(x2, Y2, Aw)) E A.

The uniqueness on fi7 implies that x1 = x2 and Yi = y2. Thus the uniqueness

property holds in the conic neighborhood W of wo as well. If it is necessary, by

the continuity of dO, we can shrink down the space component of W to ensure

that (x, y, dcb(x, Y, w)) E A stays close to (xo, Yo, d0(xo, Yo, wo)). For w E A since

(7(w), c/IP(7(w), w)) = w E A, it implies (x(w), y (w), dO(x(w), y (w), w)) is w. So

R-(w) = (X(W), Y(W))*

Suppose there are (s1, s2, t, 0, /2) and (s*i, s*2, t', 9<, if) corresponding to the same

w (x, y, 77) E A \ N*A. Thus

a(t) + sle = a(t*) + 40*

a(t) + s20 = a(t*) + s;0*

(9 x al(t)) = p,* (0* x a' (t*))

Ti =
S2 S;

This gives us

(si 82)0 = (s*i s;)0* either s1 s2 = s s; and 0 = 0*

or Si S2 = (S*1 and 0 = 0*

since both 0 and 0* are in S2, of magnitude one. Our line complex is chosen to

be C = C x P2, thus 0 = 0* . Moreover x y implies that --81 = = r 1, so
S2 s2



s2(r 1) = 4(r 1) follows from Si S2 ; hence s2 = s; and <91 ----

Then we have a(t) = a(t*) which holds only when t = t* because the space curve

Ct, is assumed to be not self-crossing.

Now we have shown when graph(c(., w)) has w as the transversal intersec-

tion point with A and d'zi) (a(r) + sT0* a(r) + s9", w) e A for a unique values

(sT. t* , 0*) and

w = (x, y, n) = (a(t*) + s*10* , a(t*) + s;, E A \ N*A
S2

End of the proof.

Recall that the transversality of the graph(d0(., w)) with A at w was proved in

subsection 3.2.6 for either k = 0 or h = 0. Then using the result of Lemma 3.5 we

have (a(t) xo) (a(t) yo) 0, ij =eeforan s O. Since

- 82i) + si(a(t) + 810 xo)h + 82(a(t) + s20 yo)k =
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h = 0

D1=
[1

si

82i(n

MI- (a" )

2\

2\ S2

2

a(t) Yol2

we have (Si s2es)
2

+ (9 - (s;.h + 4k) = 0

< > si = s2e-

The condition 0 = 0 is true in the two cases h = 0, k 0 and k = 0, h 0

from ' 3,91 = 0 and 'CP, = 0 respectively, so for D1



k = 0

[s11 + z,h)
82

=_-_ 1] (a" -
_Si

if h 0

det (d51522017))

if k = 0

det (c/518220

2Si

Thus when (X01 Yo, E A \ A' we have

+ zsh
2\

82
2

(a"
012

la(t) X012 )
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Our next goal is to calculate the signature of the 5 x 5 matrix d21). One way

to find the answer is to consider the quadratic form associated with d2-7), namely

xT[d21-P]x where x is any column vector in Re and xT is its transposed vector.

xT [d21-pix hx;.+ 2(a' 0)hxix3+ 2(9, L-72)xix4+ 2(0, E)xix5

+k4+ 2(a' 0)kx2x3 + 2(0. E-7.')X2X4 2(9v -71')X2X5

+ (1
151) a" +1a/12(h + k)) 4 + 2(a' 9u)Six3x4
82

+2(a` 0,)S1x3x5 +lox s2x24 -u2(0 0,)S2x4x5+ 19,12s2x2

To determine the signature of a form it is sufficient to reduce it in any way to a sum

of independent squares. In the long and complex process of completing squares we

used (3.10). (3.11) and following property

xT y xTuTuy (U x)T (U y), x, y E Rn

when U is orthogonal. So we have xT [d21)]x equal to

(a"
2

la(t) Y012k2,

1

"n1
(a" fi) Ifil2a(t) x012h2.



,6 v17)1v12 X2 + 19v12102x4 192 X3 -4- 19

[

s?.h +.qk lxiE+ x2E'12 + + x3(a° + k(x2 + x3(ct' °))2

[(I__I 012 hk(Si 52)-1

52 sTh +

S1 S1
2x3x1-5---d FL 2x3x2T2a,

where 6 = eu X for short. In both cases of h 0, k 0 and k = 0,h Owe

have = 0. By the previous discussion we know (x0, yo, E A \ A' implies

that s1 s2, then a' E = a' E' = 0 by (3.9). Specifically when h = 0, k > 0 we

have xT[d21-1)]x =

1
Fl9v12s2x5 ru ev)s2x4 + (a' ev)slx, + (e, Ei)x2 + (eu F-)x1]2

10,1282 L
2

828 Si (a' x 0) 0 (FE' x - 0 x Ov)

10v12X4 ± 19'012 X3 4- 191712 ± (9V (2X1

1

107)12,52 [19v12S2X5 (0 9v)S2x4 + (a' 9)S' x3 +(0vE')x2 + (0, - E)Xii2
19d2 S26 Sl(a` ) <0,) (Er x Ov) - 0- (E: x 9,)
s2

S26

xi + x2E'12 + k(x2 + x3(a' 0))2 + x23

and when k = 0, h> 0 we have xT[d217]x =

1

025'2
DOvi2S2x5 + (0 9v)S2x4 + (a' 0v)S1x3 + (0 -E')x2 + (Ov E)Xii

11,1

107)12 [ S28 Si(Cil X 0,) -6 (El X 0) 6 (E X ev). 6
828 1924 1(412 X3+ levp X2 H- 101;12 Xi

h

1-xiE+x2E1i2 h(Xi x3(a° 0))2 + x2 1

e
a

S 2
-

Both are sums of independent squares. Therefore the signature in both cases is

either 3 or 1 depending on the sign of the last term

IF ( (a(t) + 510 xo)W, 77))

11

X1

-2

2

101,12
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1

S22k



3.2.8 The Symbol of Rtc o 'R-c on A \ A'

As mentioned in the previous subsection 3.2.7 our goal was to understand the

symbols of the oscillatory integral

f(a(t) + 819)P2(a(t) + s20)e-ix' dsids2dta (3.13)

with a specially chosen function

'481, 82, t, 0(u, v)) (a(t) + sO x0,0 la(t) + s10 x012 h

+ a(t) + 820 - yo, + la(t) + 820 Y012 k

for a given point (x0, 6, yo, 770) E A \ LV where 0 E S2 parametrized by u and v,

h and k are homogeneous functions of degree one in both arguments. Here using

the parametrization in 3.2.5 we rescale 6 and 7/0 as follows

_e-u, 0.2u2 e-u, 0.3u3, cui e-ui 0.3)

,== A (e-u'u2 cos a Cuiu3 sin a, e-u1 cos a, e-u1 sin a)

X "-- where A =--
2 and

=-- u2 cos a Cu' u3 sin a, Cul cos a, e-u1 sin a)

rio = e

As it can be seen after several lengthy calculations in subsections 3.2.5, 3.2.6 and

3.2.7 we verified the hypotheses of the stationary phase theorem for the cases of

h = 0, k 0 and k =--- 0, h 0. Now in each case the theorem gives us the leading

term of the asymptotic expansion in A for oscillatory integral (3.13) at each critical

point of
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eiAti)(xo, yo, 7)

=e

a(t()) yo

2(a,/

)

(1 inl)

lel

(27)5

5 irzo

(271) 2 e 4 PiP2 (r0, yo)

k2(i-j) (a"-

a(t(e)) Yo

when k 0 0, h 0 0 the leading term is

(Ad,22teiP7 (X01 ' '; Yo, 77)
Do,7)(x0, yo,

=e

det

A5h2(e, F7) Ifil2 (a" 777) (1

(27)'

)3"h

(27) e pip2 (xo, yo)

piP2 (x01 YO)

a(t(e)) xo

2

1720

e 4 PiP2 (9;0) yo)

a(t()) xo

2

2

Here we have two expressions for the principal symbol that however depend on h

and k, hence on the choice of the function J. To understand how the change of

affects the value of the term det (d9, let us recall that L Two (graph chi))

intersects Two(A) transversely as shown in 3.2.6

TW0 (graph ch,G) + Two (A) = Two
(12);

e'r4'' PiP2 (x0, y0)

710'

e 4 P1P2 (x0/ yo)

7rxer

e 4 PiP2 (x0, y0)
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(3.15)

k (e, X°Yo a(t(e--)) yo
2

a" e
2

a(t()) 17-71 h2() (a" 'I)) (1

when h = 0, k 0 0 the leading term is

det
(Ad51822t i (xo, ...; Yo '17) \

27

(27) Pi.P2 (x0, y0) (3.14)
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it is not hard to see that L intersects the tangent space of the fiber Tw0(fiber)

transversely as well

T0 (graph chi)) + Two (fiber) = Two (lie2).

Following the treatment of [2] the transversality in both cases allows us to define

a projection PL of Two(T* (S-2 >< onto Two (fiber) along L.

PL, Two(A) C Two(T* (S2 x Q)) Two (fiber)

PL is bijective restricted on Two(A). Let w be the volume in Two (fiber), the pull-

back of w by PL, gives another volume Plw on Two (A'). Lemma 4.1.1 of [2] proves

that det(d20) = PIw/volo, where volo is the the volume in A carried by the

isomorphism To from a quotient volume in Co, here

To : Co = {(x , y, : cle0(x, y, = 0} ---+

Ao = {(x (1(x, y , C T( X C2) \0.

The function 0 is a phase function for the Lagrangian A = Ao though we do

not have one explicitly. Luckily we do not really need an explicit 0 to identify

the principal symbol. Let '01 = 0 when h = 0, k 0 and 02 = 0 when h

0, k = 0. When we change from 01 to '02, with both L1 = Two (graph d01) and

L2 = Two(graph d02) transversal to Two (A), it amounts to multiplication by a

factor of

2

Pr* w

If we denote the two expressions of (3.14) and (3.15) respectively by f(L1) and

f (L2) disregarding the factor of signatures, we would have expression which is

independent of the function

f = f (L2)IPL*20



thus the pull-back volume !P.;:a)

3.2.6 that T, (A) and Two(graph d) are the images of the two 12 x 6 matrices

13 03

D7rb 03 13

Thr f hI2 03

03 k13

respectively. The projection Pi, : Two (A) Two (fiber) can then be viewed as the

image of the matrix

Thus we may evaluate IPI:w! by

Idet( Jacobian PL) I =

{PL*2w1

det( Jacobian pL) 1. Recall from subsection

k2 es 1W2

det ( [Thrf]

h2e-177012

Through some calculations similar to those in 3.2.6 we have
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By the change of variables formula, for any g on Two (fiber) integrable with respect

to dw we have

fg(PL(z)) Idet( Jacobian pL)1 dz = f g(ri)db)(, ri)
T u, (A) (fiber)

13 03

D Tb 03 13
[DR-b}

D f hI2 03 h12 03
FLD'71 f] [Thi-b]

03 k 03 k

h 12 03
[Thrb]

03 k



recalling that esinol = leol from 3.2.6.

f (Li) IPI,(-01 =

f(L2)1'2w1 =

which has the same value as

k (co, o) Ix° Yo a(t(e)) Yo

(27)

h (6, no) 17701 Ix°

(27t.)

a" (t (co))
eo

leol
Ixo

(27) 2

a(t()) xo

13 )
k2

E
1

2 ( 17701
01 2

2

177012 lxo Yo la(t(e0)) Yo
leol

2-_

2
la"

-1:)1 Ix° a (t(G))I)

(h2 177013) 2
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e (t (170) 17:01 Ix° yol I77o1 IY0 a (t(770))1)

they depend on the point ?Do E A \ A' and the second derivative a" only.

Suppose the source curve G has no point of torsion zero. Theorem 3.3 implies

that the number of intersection points of Cu with any plane has a uniform upper

bound. Therefore the final symbol for the oscillatory integral (3.13) hence for the

Fourier integral distribution 7V 07Z. is a finite sum of those symbols above at various

w in A \ A'.

161'2- Ix° Yo a(t(o)) af,
17701

Ghere 6 and no are parallel, then is the unit vector in the direction of
leol 17701

eo, and t = t(6) t (i)) = t(no) for being homogeneous of degree 0. Moreover

by (3.5) leol Ix° a (t(G)) = 17701 Yo a (4770))1. So the principal symbol should

be

(2



3.2.9 The Symbol of 7?-tc o '1?-c on A' \ A

In this subsection we apply stationary phase theorem and Definition 3.4 to

study the asymptotic behavior of the pairing

K.K A, e'Y')pip2)

for w E A' with V) homogeneous of degree one in w and both pi and p2 are smooth

functions with compact support. Unlike the case of our study in the Lagrange

manifold A we do have a phase function 0(x, y,77) (x y, 77) for the Lagrange

manifold A' since 40 = x y = 0 when x = y. To apply Definition 3.4 we need to

find a function 11)(x, y, w) such that the graph of x, y dx01)(x, y, w) intersects

A' transversely at w. Let's define

'0(x, y, wo) = (X X xo)h

, 1 ,

+ (y + x0, +G) + xch xo)k (6, eo)
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where h and k are homogeneous functions of degree one and are not zero simulta-

neously, and w0 = (x0, o,xo, E A' \ A.

dx,y0(x0,xchwo) = (G + (x - xo)11, -G + (y - xo)k)1(x0,x0) ())

so the graph of (x, y) wo) does intersect A' at wo. To show that the

graph of (x, y) > (x, y, dx0,doP) meets A' transversely at /Do we calculate the

tangent space Two (A') and Two (graph do). It is easy to see that Two (A') is spanned

by the columns of the 12 x 6 matrix

0-13

13 0

13 0

0 13



and Two (graph dO) is spanned by the columns of the 12 x 6 matrix

If the combined 12 x 12 matrix has rank 12 then the transversality at wo is proved.

With column operations we have

64

The upper right 6 x 6 block of the last matrix is in fact an identity matrix, 16, it

is non-singular. The lower left 6 x 6 block has determinant +(h + k)3, which is

non-zero since h and k are assumed to be non-negative and not both zero, hence

this block is non-singular too. The remaining two square blocks are both zero

matrices. So the entire 12 x 12 matrix is non-singular, its rank is indeed 12. Thus

the transversality at wo is verified.

In addition to the function '0 defined at the beginning we choose two smooth

functions pi and p2 with compact support around yo and xo respectively and then

pair with the Schwartz kernel K A of Rtc o

13 0 13 0 0 0 13 0 0 0 13 0

13 0 0 13 0 0 0 13 0 0 0 13
"J

0 13 hI3 0 h13 13 hI3 0 0 13 hI3 0

0 13 0 kI3 kI3 13 0 kI3 113 13 0 kI3

where 1 = h+ k, then after some row operations

0 13 0 0 0 13 0

0 00131 0 0013
0 13 hI3 0 0 1300

(k + h)I3 13 0 kI3 (k + h)I3 13 0 0

1, 01 113 0

0

d2xxo

1,

d2x y

0

hI3

13

0

d2xyzp dy2yV) 0 kI3



(KA, 6"/)(x'Y'w°)Pi (Y) 0 P2 (x))

i((y-x0,-W+- Ky-xo,y-xo)k) ( (= (Rtc ° RcPi(Y)e- P2ix=_-,1c(660)))(RC (pi (y)ei(Yx0'-60) xoy-x0)0,-±(Y

i((xs0,60)+xx0,xxo)h(0,-60))) )
Rc (p2(x)e-

f(a (t) + 820)eikatt)+,29x0)-(-60)+ la(t)+s20xol2k(6o,W1 dS2

E S2x/ _R

fP2 (a(t) + siO)e-zRa(t)+siO-xo) 6o-q1a(t)-i-siexol2h(eo,-60)] clsi dedt

_R

f(a (t) + 829)P2(a(t) + so)

e-iRsi-s2)0.6o+- 1a(t)+sie-xol2k6o,-60+ la(t)+s20xol2k(60,-60)] ds1ds2d0dt

= f (a(t) + siO)p2(a(t) +820)

iARsis2)0.a+lcz(t)i-s10x012h(ce,a)-1-11a(t)+s20xol2k(ct,-4 dsids2dOdt

f(a(t) + s10)p2(a(t) + s20)e-lA'-b ds1ds2d0dt

where

1P(81, s2, t, 0(u, 07 w0) (81- 82)0 + + siO - x0l2h (a, -a)

1

+-2Ict(t) + 820 - xork (a, -a)

and eo =161a, A = Kol

For this 1--p we need to calculate the determinant and signature for the 5 x 5

matrix d2. Observe that can be obtained from the lp function in subsection

3.2.7 by setting 'tb's parameter variables xo yo and = a. Since these

equalities are not used when the calculation of 3.12 was made in 3.2.7. From 3.12

we have

det s22vuv7,3)

Di (4h + 4k)2 (5 if si s2

D2 (sM + 4k)2 (5 if 81=82
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X-X0, 0)±(X-X0,S-X0)h )



=

s2 =c

=

sia s2a + si(a(t) + .510 xo)h + s2(a(t) + s20 xo)k =

+ (a(t) + 820 xo)k =
Si

(a + (a(t) + s10 xo)h)
S2
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by applying xo yo and = = a in Di and D2 where S. Di and D2 are defined

as in 3.2.7. Furthermore these parameter equalities do give us further information

about the critical points of z-p. Computing c40- = 0 we have

= 0. (a + (a(t) + s10 xo)h)

s2 9. (a + (a(t) + 820 xo)k)

d(t) (cx + (a(t) + s10 xo)h + (a(t) + 820 xo)k)

z-pu = ou (s1 s2a + si(a(t) + 810 xo)h + s2(a(t) + 820 xo)k)

O. 82a + si(a(t) + .810 xo)h + s2(a(t) + 820 x0)k)

( 0)k (0 a)k + (a(t) xo)hk + sihk = 0

( = 0)h (0 a)h + 0 (a(t) xo)hk + s2hk = 0

(0a)(k + h) + hk(si s2) = 0

(s2 si)hk
0 =

h + k

Here again we come to the question of the relation between the critical points of

--/) as a function of .81, s2, t, 0(u, v) and its parameter w E A'. As we had shown

in Lemma 3.5, with a similar argument the transversality at wo of the graph of

(x, y) ch13 with A' \ A allows us to apply the implicit function theorem to show

that graph(d(., w)) has w as the only transversal intersection point with A' \ A

above a neighborhood of (xo. x0). And cLO (a(t*) + s0*, a(r) + 8;0* w) E A' at its
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critical values (sT, s, t, 9*) then s*I. s2* and above some neighborhood of (x0, xo)

w = (x, x, e, e) = (a(r) + s9*, a(t*) + s9*, e sice) e A'.

To find the signature of c/217) we divide this 5 x 5 matrix into four blocks as follows

since d2-7) is symmetric, where

A=

B

C

D=

because 07,

d217) =

(a' 0)h (a' 0)k
S2

and the inverse of D is

=

AB
CD

AB
13' D

h 0 (a' 9)h

0 k (a' 9)k
S2S1

a" (cx + (a(t) + 519 xo)h) + 142(h k)

(a + (a(t) + s xo)h) (a + (a(t) + s xo)h)

(a + (a(t) + 520 xo)k) (a + (a(t) + 529 xo)k)

(a' 0)(s1h + 82k) (a' O)(8 + s2k)

1012(4h ,s3k) (9, 9u)(sTh + 4k)

(9,, 0.)(sTh + 4k) l9v12(sM+ 4k)

10v12 -0,
(5Th + 4k),(5 (sTh + 4k)6

(sTh + 4k)S (4.11 + 4k)6

Note here that det D = (511i + 53k)26 and = (2I9 2_Ou 002 = X 91,12 >0

au. This condition and the positivity of the trace also prove that D

has two positive eigenvalues. In order to find the signature of c121-P we apply some



matrix properties.

Then

since

AB
D

AB
13' D

13 BD-'

0 .12

x > 0

A BD-1 Bt 0

0

A BD-1Bt 0

13 0

(BD-1)t 12

is invertible. Hence the signature of

A_BD1Bt 0

0

equals that of d217). From the previous discussion both eigenvalues of D are positive,

thus it has signature 2. The signature of cN is then equal to 2 plus the signature

of A BD-1 Bt which can be calculated following the method of subsection 3.2.7.

Skipping the details we have

h F F (0 a')h G
S2

s2 SI
k 1F (0 a')k + G

S2 822 82

(0 a')h (0 a')k +
82

0

y, where y =

A BD-1B' 0

0

13 0

(BD-1)t 12

y > 0

13 0

(BD-1)t
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AB
X = yTXT

Bt D



where

and if s1 = s2

F=
G=
H=

+ (a(t) + 810 xo)h12

sh+sk
[a' (t) x 9] [(a + (a(t) + s10 xo)h) x (sih + s2k)

(4h + 4k)

= (1 -I a" (a + (a(t) + .910 xo)h)
s2

+la'12(h+ k)
lai(t) x 912 (sih + s2k)2

(4.h + 4k)

+ (a(t) + <919 xo)h12

si(h +

[a' (t) x 9] [(a + (a(t) + s19 xo)h) x 0]

Si

142(h ± k) Icti(t) X 012 (h + k) = (t) (h + k) > 0.

As we had shown, we do have s1 =- s2 for the critical points of b in the case of

Wo E A' \ A. Therefore after some calculation, we get

YT (A BD-1 Bt)y = (h F)A + (k F)A + HA + 2Fy1y2

+2((0 a')h G)y1Y3 + a')k + G)y2y3,

h > 0, k = 0 1G2 2

YT(A BD-iBt)YF(FM + Fy2 Gy3)2 + h((a' (9)y3 + )2 +

h = 0, k > 0 1G2 2

YT(A BD-1Bt)Y = Fy2 + Gy3)2 + k((a' (9)y3 + Y2)2 ± Y3.

Hence the signature of d217) is 3 in both cases.
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z----

h F

F

(9 - al)h

F

k F

(9 - a')k + G

(9 a')h G

(0 - al)k + G

H

if Si = s2,



The leading term of (KA, pip2e-(x,Y''')) by the stationary phase theorem is

det
Ads1s22t o'tb (xo, a;

esA/7,(xo, a; xo, a)

(27)et374 pip2 (x0, x0)

Id" (a, -a)1(aqt(a)) ce)(a(t(a)) - X0)1

(27)-eP1P2 (x0, x0)

A a (a, -a)1(aqt(a)) a)(a(t(a)) - xo)1

-rrza

e Plig2 (xo, xo)

if h 0,k 0

if k 0,h 0
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which can be considered as a function of sucin Q x Q. And technically it can be

regarded as an element of (3.6)

spnl+ (A', C2. L)
s pin+ p (A,, Q ® L)

as in Definition 3.4 where S kt (A' Qi L) denotes the symbol space of sections
2

of the complex line bundle Q OL over A', of growth order bt. R 07Z,c is a pseudo-
2

differential operator on A'. For pseudo-differential operators we have a natural

trivialization of Qi L by taking the principal symbol of the identity as the unit
2

section. The Schwartz kernel of the identity is (5A. Recall that A is the diagonal

of Q x Q so

OA, e*(too)pi(y) p2(x)) = f6(x - Y)P1 (X) P2 (Y) 7/Cb 'tt) dxdy

C2x5-2

f101(x)p2(y)eiA
2[h(a,a)-i-k(a,a)] dx

= f p1(x)p2(x)e-ix° dx

1
where 0 =

-2
Ix - xol2 [11, (a, -a) + k (a, -a)] and G Aa. It is easy to see that

dxzP (h k)(x - xo) and d2xxlp (h + k)I3.

Since dx0(xo, x0, = 0 and d2xxzP(x0, x0, wo) (h + k)13 is non-singular with

signature 3. By stationary phase theorem 3.2 the leading term of the above pairing



is

det ()4x°(x(w°) w°)
(27r)e-324Li

At (h(a, -a) + k(a,-a))
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For either h 0. k 0 or h 0, k =- 0 the quotient of the leading term of

(KA, c-r°(''Y'w) pi 0 p2) over the leading term of OA. (Y) 0 P2(x)) is

equal to

27r 27r

A Raqt(a)) a)(a(t(a))- x0)1 Raqt(G)) G)(a(t(6)) - x0)1

This is the principal symbol of We o Rc on the Lagrangian A' away from A. Note

that we have t(G) = t(Ace) = t(a).

3.2.10 '1?,tc o R. on Conormal Distributions

In subsections 3.2.3 and 3.2.4 we showed the wave-front set ofRtc o Re is

contained in A U N*A and A' is the flowout of {p(x, -) = 01 where p(x, -) = (x -

a(t())). This p is the real principal symbol of a pseudodifferential operator whose

characteristic set is -{(x, ) E T*C2 \ 0 : = 01. In this subsection we give a

geometric condition on a surface such that its conormal bundle would transversally

intersect the characteristic set. Then by the theorems of [6] we know what the

image classes and the resulting symbols are when applying 74 o Re on conormal

distributions of such surfaces. The second similar result we can derive here is the

case when the conormal bundle of the surface is contained in the characteristic set.

Before we state the two theorems from [6], we need to define a few terms.

Let P be a pseudodifferential operator with real homogeneous principal symbol p,

char(P) = {(x, ) E T* X \ 0 : p(x,e) = 0}, E(x,e) is a bicharacteristic curve of

P(x, D), the integral curve of Hp through (x, ), and

Ap = {(x, y ,): (x,) E char(P), (y, 77) E

1

2 3 r
e4



1

gx1 .9x2

AgX1X1 AgX1X2 gX1

-Agx2X1 AgX2X2 gX2

1
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Theorem 3.6 Suppose Ao C T* X \ 0 is a conic lagrangian intersecting char(P)

transversally and such that each bicharacteristic of P intersects Ao a finite number

of times. Then, if T E I'1(/Tx, As),

T : Jr (A0) /r+Thi(Ao, Ai),

where A1 Ap o Ao is the flowout from Ao on char(P). Furthermore, for (x, .) E

A1 \ A0,

o-(Tu)(x,) = cf(T)(x, ; Yi, 77.00-(u)(Yi, 77j),

where {(y3,77 3)} = Ao n E(x,)

Theorem 3.7 Suppose A1 c T* X\ 0 is a conic lagrangian which is characteristic

for P : A1 C char(P). Then, if T E P'/(AT.x, AP),

T: IT(A1) 17±P±31= (Ai).

Suppose a smooth surface S is given locally by

S = {(x1, x2, x3) : x3 g(xi, x2) 01,

the conorrnal bundle of S

N* (S) {(x1, x2, g (xi, x2); --Agx1, Agx2, A) : A E

is a lagrangian submanifold of T*R3. Its tangent space T(N*(S)) is spanned by

the columns of



using ci(to) = 0. So dp is non-zero since 0.

For N* S to meet the characteristic set transversally we need to check if dp 0

on T (N* (S)). Here are the calculations when we apply dp on the first, second and

the third column of the matrix above respectively,

P4o,

and dp

1

0

0

0

1

0

9X2

-Agx1X2

Agx2x2

alj dxi + E -k3cki
axi

dxi + (xj aj(t(")) (cil .57-3) cki

dxi aj(t(e)))k at (xo, 6))

= 6gx, [(Xi al)gxixi + (X2 a2)gx2x1]

= A[(xi ai)gx,x, + (x2 a2)gx2xi],

= 2 + 69x2 A[(x3. ai)gxix2 + (x2 a2)922]

= A[(xl ai.)9x1s2 + (x2 a2)9x2x21,
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On the other hand at a point (x0, G) where the plane through xo with normal G

is tangent to the source curve, let's recall

= (x0 a(t(6))) = 0, ai(to) 6 = 0

dp

dp



Let

dp

n =

= ai) gx2 (X2 a2) + (x3 a3),
gxi

9x2

1

where we used that e = (Agx )). The last equation is zero at the point

where N* (S) intersects fp = 01. Thus we need at least one of the first two

expressions above to be non-zero. To search for this condition we assume that

both equations are zero. e 0 0 implies A 0 0, so we have

2xi(x1 ai)gxix, + (x2 a2),ox 0

(x1 al),.g.is2 + (x2 a2)gx2x2

gxaxo= Xo
v/1+ g1+

=0.
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This implies gx1xigx2x2 9x2x19x1.2 = 0 since the source curve parametrized by

a(t) is outside the convex hull of Q. To interpret this condition we need some

calculations in terms of differential geometry. Let X = (x1, x2, g(x1,x2)) be the

position vector for the surface S then X1 = (1, 0, gx,), X2 = (0,1, 9x2) are tangent

vectors. Let

X11 = (0, 0, a , X12 (0, 0, gx1x2), X21 = (0, 0, g.2x1) 7 X22 = 0/ gX2X2)'

The unit normal vector

X1 x X2 (gx1,gx2,1)
x X2 +



where a and ,3 are either 1 or 2, and

b det(bo) bi2b21 9x1119x2x2 gx2x1.gxix2

1 + g

which is the discriminant of the second fundamental form [14] of S at the point

x = (xi, x2, x3). The point x is called an elliptic point of surface S if b > 0,

parabolic if b = 0 and hyperbolic if b < 0. Therefore if x is not a parabolic point of

S or if it is parabolic but its asymptotic direction is not parallel to any x a(t())

then N*(S) and {p = 0} intersect transversally. Since R. o 7?,c is in ./-1'°(A, A')

as shown in [4], Theorem 3.6 implies

74 0 'Rcu E A1) if u E (S).

where Ao = N*S and A1 = A' o N*S in this case. Microlocally, away from the

intersection Ao n A1,

ir-170(A0, A1) C F-1 (A0 \ A1) and /7-1'°(A0, A1) C 11-1(A1).

In the second case when N* (S) C {p 0} Theorem 3.7 implies that

Rtc o R.c : (S) ir-A'(S).

In [2] there is a theorem,

Theorem 3.8 IT (X, A) c H(X) if r + s + < 0. Conversely; if u E Ir(X, A)

has a non-characteristic point and r + s +21:T > 0 then u Hisoc(X), where X is an

n-dimensional smooth manifold.

The condition r + s + < 0 shows that the result

of [5] is optimal.

Rte 0 R.c : HS 118+
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thus

Hp E T(N*S)0 T(N*S),

so Hp is tangent to N*S. Since the integral curve of Hp remains in N*S if starting

at N*S, N*S is equal to the union of bicharacteristics. The projection of each

bicharacteristic onto the base space is a line passing the curve Cv according to

3.2.3. This completes the proof.
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For a surface S to satisfy N*(S) C fp 01 each point of S must be parabolic

and the associated equations

(x1 ± (x2 a2)a = 0

1X2 + (x 0(x1 aags2 x2s2a2ig,,x2.1

be satisfied. This implies that every tangent plane of S is tangent to the curve

as well. Such a surface is a part of a cone consisting of lines passing through the

source curve. This can be proved as follows. N*S is Lagrangian implies that

T(N*S) = T(N* S),

the orthocomplement of T(N*S) with respect to a. Let v E T(N*S) then by

definition

0 = dp(v) a(Hp,v)
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